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When we speak about architecture and

identity, we understand at the same time:

- the identity of the architecture, its characters,

its references to the discipline;

- the identity of the visitor-user that projects his

expectations on this architecture.

I would like to contribute to the debate on this

double relation, analyzing as study case the

evolution of the embassy architectures, and their

answers to the task of the representation of �state

and national identities�abroad. In particular, I will

concentrate my attention to the new embassies in

Berlin, where during the last 12 years, many

embassies were restored, rebuilt or new realized.

My lecture will read some examples of these

architectures, analysing them as objects in

themselves and comparing them to each other in

such a way as to better investigate the intrinsic

value of each one and to identify their ability to

act as rhetorical translators of identities, while at

the same time looking at them as parts of a

multicultural global city. Especially I will speak about

the European embassies, because of their

apparently superfluous presence within a European

city as Berlin. This gives us the possibility to compare

the multiple different approaches to questions

such:

- representation. Every embassy works within

a conventional, rhetorical paradigm. What is it

representing?

- perception. These buildings are real centers

of expectations. How can they translate the

message they are?

- national-state. Who is the builder of the

embassy, and who are they realized for?

- identity. What does it means to build an

embassy nowadays? What does it means to build

it in Berlin?

Definitions
An Embassy is defined as the body of persons

that a State send in the territory of another State

with the task to manage with this one international

relations. Only later per extension the name

Embassy defines also the seat of this body. When

we speak about embassy, we mean now both the

persons and the building. More, we are using often

the word Ambassador in an extended way. So,

Giorgio Armani is an Ambassador of the Made in

Italy (he represent the Italian creativity and taste

for beauty), Pelé is an Ambassador of UN (his fame

is used as Identification image). There is also the

prestigious and exclusive chain of Ambassador�s

Hotel (as in the embassy, not everybody can access

to them).

Embassy and Ambassador rise back from the

medieval Latin Ambactia, that derives from gothic

and-bahts and gallic Ambactos, that means

servant, a person that is sent around to bring

something in name of somebody else.

With the term Diplomacy we mean the

ensemble of al l  procedures that rule the

international relations. It means also the ability to

conclude successfully some delicate tasks. This

term raises from the Latin and the Greek diploma

derivating from diplòos, (double) a little billboard

folded in two parts, and for extension stay for all

kind of document.

The word Delegation rises from the Latin

legatum, legationis: to give somebody the task to

do something.

The term Mission comes from the Latin missum,

that means messenger.

So, the original meaning of the embassy is

servant, bringer, messenger. The legal status of the

embassy was from the beginning very delicate,

the diplomatic person was to be considered

untouchable. And to injury an ambassador meant,

as till nowadays, to injury a whole state. When in

Prague in 1618 the Imperial Ambassadors were

throwed through the window, this accident started

the 30 Years War. Some later, in Rome and Berlin

during the fascisms and the 2nd World War the

neutral Swiss embassy was delegated to represent

the interest of the enemy diplomacies of Great

Britain and USA. Two very concrete consequence

of a conventional (in sense of agreement) situation.

The former embassy
The ancient embassies had no special building

at all. Looking to the embassies at the beginning of

19th century in Berlin, Wolfgang Schäche writes

�Fixed residences were not yet accepted. The

frequently changing emissaries lived in apartments

or hotel appropriate to their status in the area

around Wilhelmstrasse and Unter den Linden,

where the central offices of the Prussian state

administration were increasingly concentrated.

Only in the middle of the 19th century did a change

in the character of the diplomatic mission begin to

occur.�1� But also until the end of this century in

Berlin for the new embassies not a single new

building was realized. �The type of the embassy

as a distinct building did not yet exist and would

evolve gradually with the expansion of the tasks

and activities of diplomatic missions. Until then the

urban residential palace would still be able to

meet the requirements of representation and

political management.��2�

A first big break in this invisibility is to be seen

after the 1st World War. In the 1920s several new

lands got their independence from the old Empires,

and at the same time the consular tasks of the

embassy were increasing very fast. For the first time

it was to be posed the question of the typology of

an embassy. �The spatial programme specified

that representational spaces, the residence of the

Chief of Mission and the guest rooms (the

Residence), were to be combined with the

chancery rooms, the actual service and business
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rooms of a diplomatic mission, in a single building

complex. Floor plans thus took the form of a

functional triad. The representative section with

banquet halls, dining areas, parlours, men�s  and

ladies�salons always formed the heart of the

building; this area was directly connected with the

main entrance and the corresponding stairwells

and reception rooms and formed an architectural

unit with them. Connected to this on one side was

the residential and guest area, which was often

equipped with the bui lding services and

housekeeping spaces. On the other side were the

chancery offices; the representative spaces were

usually combined with the living and guest rooms

(on different floors) in one part of the building,

while the chancery was located in an additional

separate building (with its own entrance).

Functionally the rooms of the Chief of Mission often

formed the only direct connection of both parts of

the building, whose differing purposes were also

expressed in the facade designs. The design of the

representative section usually had clear priority

over the chancery.��3�

In Berlin a big question was also Where to

build. The position in the city was normally chosen

by the different States according to their

interpretation of power. In Berlin that meant near

to the Reichstag, or near to the industrial and

financial cores. Many of the Embassies of this period

are palaces directly acquired from rich German

personalities and then lightly adequate to the

necessity of the diplomatic body, like it is the case

for the French, the British and the Swiss Embassy.

These buildings were already existing, they had

already their own history. At the end of 19th century

�two parts of the city came to account for virtually

all diplomatic missions. One was the area around

Pariser Platz, Unter den Linden, Wilhelmstrasse and

Leipziger Platz; the other was the Alsen Quarter to

the north of Koenigsplatz. Both these places were

the places where the political power of Prussia

was seat. In the 1920s the Tiergarten Quarter

evolved into yet another location for embassies.

Many embassies moved there into big villas with

garden. The difficult financial situation in Germany

made attractive to buy ground in Berlin.��4�

But in Berlin it has happened something

peculiar. In the 1930s the Nazis decided to force

the positioning of new embassies in Tiergarten. The

idea of the Diplomatic Quarter was not originally a

part of the Redevelopment Plans, but rather a

direct result of it. Because of the big axe north-

south to the People�s  Hall, all the district between

Alden Quarter to Wilhemstrasse was defined as

redevelopments area. So it was possible to

expropriate and the idea was to propose in

exchange new appropriate buildings in a kind of

Diplomatic Colony, first to be concentred in

Gruenewald, presumed exclusive, but not

accepted because of its isolation from the center.

So the Diplomatic Quarter was back to Tiergarten.

For designing the buildings the Reich wanted to

have its architects involved, and not to let to foreign

to do it. �The architectural design of the embassies

was set according to their function as part of the

redevelopment measures and thus politically

determinate. The point was less to provide the

guest countries with an adequate architectural

framework than to adapt their overall effect to the

artistic design of the architectural ideas embodied

in the representative reconstruction of Berlin so to

materialize the National Socialist�s own claim to

power. Although the set formal repertoire of some

buildings was modified by architectural elements

of the respective countries, their overall monumental

spirit expressed the aesthetic self-image of their

builders, not of their future users. In its floor plan

organization as well as in its formal architectural

idiom the architectural design of the embassy and

mission buildings followed a largely standardized

scheme which was varied according to the various

size requirements, property features, and special

needs and desires of the countries.��5� The

embassies of Italy and Japan were emphasized as

an architectural expression of Germany�s  political

closeness to these two countries. They were thus

consciously chosen by the Nazis as architectural

high points of the Diplomatic Quarter.

We have here an interesting situation. The

identity of the different representances was

decided by the host. The Nazis wanted to have all

the embassies to Tiergarten. This was meant for a

defined concept of city planning, for the prestige

of these buildings, but also (and probably mainly)

for a better control on them. So, the Diplomatic

Quarter near to the Zoo, become itself such a Zoo.

If an animal Zoo is a place where the wild and

exotic animals are to be seen in security, so the

Diplomatic Quarter was a Zoo of the Nations, a

place where the foreign exotic lands were to be

seen, and controlled.

After the war and the division of Germany,

Berlin lost its function as the capital for Germany as

a whole. Depending on their bloc affiliations, the

embassies or diplomatic missions provisionally

located in West Berlin moved to Bonn, or to the

eastern section of the city, which become the

capital of GDR. In this sector the embassies were

hosted in Pankow, in standard buildings (type A, B,

C), with extremely non-specific design, that could

be reused for other functions in the future.

The new embassies
The resolution on completion of German unity

in 1991 made Berlin once again the capital of

Germany. That had as consequence the

deplacement of all German institution from Bonn

to Berlin. And following this fact, all Embassies have

to be moved too.

Again, the first question now is Where to build.

Some lands had always their old location, some

wanted to get it back, some others wanted

absolutely to have a new plot. So Italy decided to

restore its old building, Switzerland added a new

block to the old one, France and Great Britain

needed to build where it was, as it is nowadays,

Netherlands has chosen a new place in front of

the Spree.

The second question is How to build. Former

embassies buildings were not easily recognizable

from the street. They were solemn but anonymous

architectures, making their international statement

precisely by being neutral and integrate in the

surrounding. Important was not the building, but

what it was happening in its rooms, and who could

enter them. Nowadays the international diplomatic

agreements are no longer done within the embassy

walls, but during weekend summits somewhere, or

for the EU states in day by day work in Bruxelles or
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Strasbourg. So the task of the embassy now is

another one. According to the philosophy of the

Public Diplomacy, the function of the embassy is

mainly advertising, it must sell the country abroad.

This is in continuity with the old meaning of the term

embassy as messenger, what is changing is the

object of this advertising. If once it was the

Ambassador that had to hold and increase the

relations, now this task is moved from the person to

the building. This one must speak for alone, must

immediately represent an atmosphere, a

character ,  an ident i ty .  So most  of  the

contemporary embassies are to be seen as

monuments, in the original sense of the word

monument rising from the Latin monere, to

remember. And they must be remembered, they

are wanted to be didactical, in their design and in

their contents. Just like in Venturi�s  Las Vegas,

these buildings must realize a kind of permanent

World Exhibition Pavilion. They have to bring the

Stranger at home. Again the Zoo of the Nations,

but this time each nation chooses freely how far it

wants to be exotic.

Some questions, some answers
1. Why?

What lies behind the need to build a new

embassy today? What is expected of it, and what

values does it have to embody? These buildings

have to answer to the question of prestige, auto

celebrations, belongings, presence. The cultural

bases for the existence of embassies are:

- the existence of different states

- the auto identification of citizens with a

symbolic national identity

- the identification of other identities

- the acceptance of the prevalence of the

political continuity over the geographical proximity

- the necessity to exchange something

- the acceptance of the presence in the same

moment and place of officiality and unofficiality

The answers to these expectations are various.

Some embassies interpret the search for a

continuity, like the French one; some others want

to embody new values, like the embassies of

Poland; others display their own place, like the

Nordic countries; others work out a hybrid process,

like the Swiss or the British ones.

The British case

The new building stays at the same place of

the former one. It is the result of a public-private

partnership. The actual owner is not the British

govern or the crown, but an investor. So the building

must be rentable in spite of the embassy itself. As

the building is not located directly on the Platz, its

stipulations were not quite as restrictive as those

the American and French Embassies contended

with. In the papers of the competition the Jury

writes that the building �should represent the best

in architecture and design. It should be identifiably

British and project British interest. Moreover, the

building should be secure, efficient, economical

and flexible. 
�

Understood in terms of symbolic

signification, there exists on the one hand that

which is deemed progressive and innovative, as

well as that which exhibits the transparency

expected from participatory, democratic forms of

government. Architecturally embodied by the use

of large expanses of glazing. This is generally

understood in the positive sense of granting access

rather than in the negative sense of allowing for

surveillance. On the other hand there are materials

that are literally and figuratively associated with

security and stability, as well as (by extension)

monumentality and pre-participatory forms of

government.���  The jury found that the entrance

sequence allows the building�s occupant and

visitors to appreciate the organization, including

the ceremonial route, as they move trough the

building.�

The competition was won by Michael Wilford.

He declares: �The task comprised three separate

but interlinked challenges: a unique urban context,

a land-locked site with a single street frontage and

a complex functional brief. The embassy will be a

key element in the district regeneration and an

appropriate representational facade is required

to register the embassy�s presence within the

restored urban corridor. This combination of old

and new is intended to represent the special nature

and stature of the embassy within the controlled

streetscape set out in the planning guidelines and

place it clearly in the 21st century. The facade is

open in the middle as a smiling face, to make

visible the difference with an office building. The

stone we used is very similar to that one of the

Brandenburger Tor. Behind the facade the interior

is unashamedly modern, celebrating its freedom

from constraint and representing Britain with dignity

and splendour. As the former building on

Wilhelmstrasse, destroyed by the plans of Speer

and the War, we introduced a system of courtyards.

An English oak tree forms the centre piece of the

entrance courtyard.��7�

The British Ambassador in a TV interview

explains his experience with the building: �During

the inauguration ceremony the Queen described

it as a British billboard in Germany. This embassy is

a statement of what is Great Britain today. It is very

transparent; everybody can look in every office.

We used a lot of strong colours, as for instance blue

and red like the Union Jack, breaking the clichés

of the grey officiality of such an institution to express

our capacity of innovation and open mind. As

memory of the past we expose the iron gate of the

former seat. In three years we had more then 60.

000 visitors.��8�

2. Representation on projection

Who is the embassy realized for? Who must be

fascinated? Who is represented? The new

embassies are very narrative architectures. They

are realized looking to a variable and contradictory

public:

- citizens of the embassy. The building searches

to make reference to the national tradition, to the

own history, to the insider knowledge. Like the oak

in the British embassy, or the granite stone of the

Norwegian embassy.

- host city. The building relates with the urban

context, with the local rules and atmosphere. For

instance the soft facade of the French embassy.

- generic visitors and tourists. The building

embodies global high tech with clichés and

folklore, in an ironic way, like a miniature nation.

For instance the work of Pippilotti Rist in the Swiss

embassy, that links perfection and casuality. Or

the opening of the Dutch culture, translated

through the building in the transparency of the

glass box, in the elimination of any privacy, in the
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Dutch postcard effect of the building on the dam

along the Spree.

The italian palace

The building was a present of Hitler to Mussolini,

even if Mussolini was never here. The project was

made in 1939 by Friedrich Hetzelt a protected of

Speer. In the description of Vittorio De Feo, the

architect that won the competition and restored

the building: �It is a huge and ugly building with

more than 10.000 m2, the half destined to

representance. In its peculiarity is a very important

building for its history, an attempt to realize an

Italian palace, in such a way that in Italy was never

existing. Also for this is very interesting, for this

invented italianity.  The building results as a kind of

patchwork, with elements taken from different

other buildings. Many decorations come directly

from Italy, others from the former embassy, the two

big lamps of the salon from the old embassy in

Washington. The construction itself is incoherent,

with many different types of beams or bricks,

because of the difficulty to find good materials

during the war years, when it was realized. In the

project for the renovation I decided to let all the

traces of the past, as a kind of memento mori.��9�

3. Chez soi, abroad?

Marc Augé, in Non-lieux writes �one is chez

soi (at home) when it is possible to be understood

without problems, and at the same time it is possible

to enter in the reasons of the others without long

explications.��10�. Does this happen in an embassy?

Is it possible for a British citizen, a French, or Swiss to

enter in their respective embassy and feel at home?

What is possible to be interpreted as identification

element of this or that country, and what in generic?

The Dutch embassy is fully glazed, in contraposition

with the Berliner building rules, but at the same

time embodies the views of the city in itself. Could

it be the Swiss embassy, or could the Italian one be

the British or the French one?

The Polish case

The embassy architecture has to equilibrate

assimilation and estrangness. An interesting

situation of projection of identity is represented by

Poland. The existing building, realized during the

Soviet time at Unter den Linden is nowadays fully

rejected by Poland for its historical memories.

Poland proposes to raze it to the ground and to

build a new one; exactly for the same historical

reasons it stays under protection for the German

law and it cannot be destroyed. At the moment

the situation is blocked.

4. Language. The instruments

Nowadays  bu i ld ings  fo r  d ip lomat ic

representation often present a picturesque vision

of the nations they represent, while at the same

time being mannered images of the personal

language of the architects who created them.

The state exports itself through the strategy of the

branding mark, resorting to strong and easily

recognizable images. The main images of the

embassy today are:

- symbol and icon. The image-identity of a

state has to be translated in a solid place.

- accessibility and acceptance. Everybody

should get the impression to be welcome.

- privacy and protection. Before 11.09.01 it

must be hided, invisible. Now it should be well

represented and visible.

The question is to show these places, to make

a dramaturgy of them. Telling it with Guy Debord,

we are in the democracy of the Societé du

Spectacle. And this search for visibility is a

consequence of the democracy, that needs to

translate its identity in well known and easy shared

symbols. A very efficient way to get the needed

visibility and spectacularization, is to choose a Star

Architect for the project. But there is a limit to the

choice: this must be done within the country,

because every state wants to show its capability

to get on its own to the international parket�11�. So,

quite all the embassies are realized by national

architects. What brief is them given? What tools do

they have at their disposal for translating the client�s

cultural and functional expectations into a

building? How does the plan for such an official

building arise? Not everything is to be planned by

the architects. Quite every embassy has a special

part or even a whole floor off limits, projected by

the secret services. It is clear that such a project

become quickly to a battlefield. Between the

architect and the client (whoever he is), between

the architecture and the city context, between

the diplomatic body and the visitors.

The Dutch case

The building is located far from all other European

embassies, along the river. The architect Rem

Koolhaas in his last book Content expresses the project

philosophy: �Berlin 52�27�N 13�18�E. 02.11.01,

go east. The beauty of Berlin - its opacity,

complexity, its heaviness, the richness of its ghosts.

The abundance of good intentions that somehow

went wrong. The pressure of shame imposed by

more and more monuments. The obligation to

remember, combined with surprising amnesia

(where did the wall go?). how far it is removed

from everything. How refreshingly German it

remains. Its gray. Its stubbornness. Its lack of doubt.

The meticulous mediocrity of its new substance.

How old what was moderns look. How fresh what

is ancient. How good what was communist. How

Chinese what is new. The project carves the single

structure implied by Berlin��11�  regulations in two

parts �a wall and a cube. The carving continues

inside the building, creating an erratic path from

bottom to top, surrounded by regular office

accommodation. The trajectory capturates salient

elements of Berlin�s architecture outside � 19th

century, Nazi, communist��12�

The Swiss box

The city palace was bought at the end of the

1st World War to bring under the same roof all the

different parts of the Swiss delegation in Berlin. It is

the only building of the Alsen Quarter that survives

the war destructions. The paper of the competition

explains �The old and the new buildings were to

house the office of the legation director, spaces

for diplomatic, consular, and administrative

services, a public area for receptions and other

events, and a section for the residence and building

services. The basic structure of the existing is to be

preserved. 
�

The project of Diener&Diener

underlines the fragmentary character of this

document of wartime destruction and post-war

demolition.��13�

In an interview the Swiss Ambassador notes

�This is the only building between the Reichstag

and the Chancellery. We can see each other in our

office. The only very Swiss thing in this building is the

persistence through all these years, always here,

always functioning. Maybe given to the providence,

in the ceiling of the dining room there are Swiss

crosses (clearly they were done with no thinking to

Switzerland, but today we can project this

interpretation). The new wing is often criticized, but

we don�t see it, we see our neighbourhood.��14�

And Roger Diener winner of the competition

says �The new facade follows a free symmetry of

the type used in the extension of the Goeteborg

Town Hall by Asplund. The old facade, quite solid on

its own, now loses some of its heaviness and acquires

a sense of movement as it becomes part of an

overarching composition. The work of Helmuth

Federle on the firewall also add urban dynamic to

the ensemble. For the construction we choose a

cement mixture with shell limestone that creates a

relationship between the material composition of

the Palais and the new extension.��15�

5. Where? The Contextualisation effect. Berlin

The new embassies are charged with a big

amount of symbolic contents and contexts. If the

former embassies were international per definition,

well placed everywhere, the new ones want to be

national, they want to belong to a culture, and to

a place. These two elements don�t correspond

to each other. The embassies are in Berlin, but for

the international law they are in their own state.

The question of the contextualization is to be put in

a various complex way. For the reason of the

extraterritoriality, every embassy is at the same

time here and there, near and far away. So, they

look to the fatherland, being a part of the cityscape

in Berlin. And they became places of reference for

Berliner and places of attraction for tourists. They

stay in all city guides. Why this interest? Why the

European countries decided to invest such a big

amount of money and effort in Berlin? Because of

the historical chance. To be in Berlin in the 1990s

meant to be at the heart of the European (world)

visibility, where all the media were looking at. As
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the embassies, Berlin itself is at the same time a

geographical and cultural context. Berlin is an

excellent study-case of the physical and

ideological evolution of European city�s  identity

in the twentieth century: from the 3rd Reich, to

the four sectors, through the construction of the

Wal l ,  up to the IBA, to i ts  urban cr i t ical

reconstruction in the 1990s, until the Berlin of today,

a city that shares the same name, and the same

geography, but in reality a new city, 95% rebuilt.

So we continue to speak of Berlin, but what do we

mean with this name? West Berlin was even for

quite 30 years a kind of huge embassy of the

western capitalistic way of l ife in the east

communist ic block. A forerunner for the

contemporary embassies.

The French affair

The former building, was acquired in 1860,

and functioned as embassy until 1939. Bombed in

the Second World War, it was fully demolished in

1959. In 1996 was opened the competition for the

new building at the same place of the old one. The

jury writes that �it was especially important to find

an adequate design solution that shows respect

for this Emblematic Berlin site (especially in respect

to the specifications of the Berlin Senate for roof

heights and the facade designs of new buildings)

while simultaneously demonstrating the creativity,

innovativeness and elan of today�s architecture.

Especially important was the clear differentiation

of individual sections, especially the public and

non-public zones of the embassy.��16�

The competition was won by Christian de

Portzamparc, who describes his project as

following:�The embassy building represent our

country. The prestigious Pariser Platz makes an

unprecedented scenario:

- it enhances the dignified image of the

building as perceived within the city

- it builds on the functional relationship

between the departments and creates a hierarchy

of external openings and closures for the various

spaces within the three controlled-access zones.

The facade to the Pariser Platz will set a tranquil

rhythm; the pattern of variations in the lines creates

an order that is not, however, obsessive. It is crucial

to avoid that mechanical effect which is the

bedrock of the rationalist interpretation of

classicism, and which only knows how to reason in

terms of modules and repetition, not in terms of the

rhythm and order which comprise the secret

organising principle of all that is classical and

Baroque. Regularity and irregularity, order and

disorder. There is no mechanical effect, but a kind

of melody.��17�

And the French Ambassador speaks of the

e m b a s s y  a n d  i t s  n e i g h b o u r h o o d :�T h e

Brandenburger Tor is a symbol for all Berlin, and

looking through my windows I see together the Tor

and the French Tricouleur. It is a symbol and a

stimulation for cooperation. We are in front of the

Academy of Arts. It is good for France to look to the

Arts. It belongs to our cultural tradition of open

mind. The internal Rue de France, originally thought

as a free public covered street from Pariser Platz to

Wikhelmstrasse, was to be closed for security

reason. We hope this will be just for a short time.��18�

6. When do we build?

An embassy is a temporary frontier, a gap in

the continuity of the space. Outside the fence is a

country, inside another one. But this is valid just for

a period of time; when the embassy moves away

the plot get back to its geography. The embassies

embody a moment in the history, they are

projected and realized in a determinate period,

answering to some expectations, and not to other

ones. So all the buildings projected between 1990

and 2001 are very friendly, transparent. They must

communicate the opening of their country, they

invite to enter. But after 11.09.01, they become

immediately inadequate, anachronistic, exactly

for the same reasons. What was expected then

from an embassy was to be strong, a fortress in the

tempest. And this projection changes the

perception of what is built. So far that the old

buildings answer better or more coherently to this

expectations.

The Nordic Countries case

This situation is well presented by the Nordic

countries ensemble. The general project, very

special in the embassy typology, is the result of an

international competition, won by Berger &

Parkkinen. The single pavilions are results of national

competitions. The project finds its reasons at the

same time outside, from the plot city position, and

inside in the mutual collaboration of the different

national pavilions to the whole. Berger&Parkkinen

try not to reduce but to increase the sense of the

task. The core of the project is the central piazza,

where al l  s ingle national identit ies come

simultaneously together, and the copper belt that

embraces the whole. As Berger says�Building

identity means make visible the elements of the

character. We tried to get its identity not as results

of reduction and exclusion, as it was in the past,

but giving a bigger sense to each part, accepting

the complexity of the multiple identities. So, the big

curved copper grid wall embracing the complex

is realized as an element linking the five single

pavilions in a whole optimistic gesture, open to the

views from and to the city.��19�And so it was always

interpreted by the visitors. Until 11.09.04.  Nowadays,

2004, this same element is seen and interpreted by

the tourist (but even by the citizen of Berlin), as a

security wall against possible terroristic attack. The

projection of imaginary wins over the reality of the

concrete thing.

The Message of the Embassy. The Rhetoric
Feedback

Each embassy with its realization put in

question its own intimate reason to be. If the

father land i s  exportable for  agreement

(extraterritoriality), any possible reference to the

naturality (or even sacrality) of the national ground

is given up. In the same way, and for the same

reasons, the embassy institution, from its very

beginning breaks the pre-modern continuity in space,

and realizes the discontinuous post-modern space.

They stay realized at the same time here and there,

for everybody and nobody. Quoting again Marc

Augé, �If a place can be defined as identifiable,

relational, historical, a space that cannot be so

defined will define a non-place. A non-place is a

space that doesn�t create single identity or relation,

but just solitude and similarity.��20� In my opinion an

embassy is the missing link between these two

possibilities, because it is both of them, a non-

place and a very strong place. And so it is

condemned to stay out of definitive classifications,

in the limbo of displaced, projected, invented

identities. �
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